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INTERVIEI\I I'IITH WARREN G],OVER Al{D IRED J. GENTïIE
June 4, 1P68

GLOWR: lrlhen f came here it was October of L)62, and the feasibility

studies had been completed on the centrif\-r.ge. The need for the centri-

firge was justified mainly for training the Apollo astronauts, and one of

the reasons it was wanted was that the Navy centrifuge at Johnsville or

similar facilities didn't have enough capabilities to meet ApoJ-lo require-

ments. In particular we need.ed a centrifbge to accommodate three people

in the Command Module. The centriftge at Johnsville just had a one-man

capability.

Soon after ï had gotten here, we went through a feasibility study

with Ford, Bacon and Davis, the architect engineers. This same company

got the design contract for the centrif\rge. After the designl¡ras comple-

ted., the construction contract was won by the Rucker Company. Both of

these were Corps of Engineers contracts but the Corps didn't have enough

technical people to monitor these contracts so asked the particular sec-

tion that I worked in, the Centrifuge Operation Section, to help them

technically monitor the contract for the design and the construction of

the centrifuge.

During the feasibility study it was decided" that the optimum length

arm would be 50 feet. A longer arm will- cut down on coriolis force and

gyroscopic effects, but the price becomes excessive. We had a set amount

of money for our bud.get and for that amount of money we built what we felt

was the optimum }ength arm with no sophisticated. control system beyond our

means. We have two gimbal motions on the centrif\rge: f) tne gimbal-gondola

motion and 2) arm motion. The main ïeason for the gimbal-gondola motions
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is so that we can actually simulate the tift-off and. reentries. üIe keep

what we catl the result of the g vector straight thru the man from the

chest through the back with very limited side load or head to foot load.

On the reentry of the Apollo or space ftight reentry it's al-most all bat-

fistic reentry. 't¡fe d.on't get side load.s. trrle d.o get the load. from the

chest to the back and thatrs the main reason for our girnbal motion of our

centrif\rge.

îIe became operational in February of L)66, and since that time, we

have run a mrnber of programs that are related to Apollo, and one or two

that were related to Gemini; we got into operation just a littfe bit too

late to help support Gemini to any great extent. t" have run astronaut

training profiles on ApoJ-J-o, we have run the extravehicular maneuvering

unit, checked it, qual tested it, run test$on the Apolto hand controller,

we have run test on the net couch evaluation, and the seat angle evalua-

tion on the seat angle of the seat in Apollo to give the astronauts more

leg room, we have evaluated this to see that they d"id.n't get any adverse

effects. We have run pad and max q aborts, run tesdon the en"n"!ffi'
/¡¡ett, mÒ^j! J'aL,

helmet, and. our latest test has been on thefentry m:de^system.
Ût'{-'v''J¿

A profile is the g's^that the astronauts would be subjected to dur-

ing lift-off and reentry. We run lunar profile ls reentries if they

were returning from the lunar mission. trrie r+eEdd ,',f, ,eentries where they

were just earth orbital missions. What we simulate is the g part of this

profile and. get their reaction under g's to find out if they can perform

their f\rnctions under the g toading during these profiles.

A normal- ApoÌ]o profite l-ift-off runs around. four or five g's and

{+r¡xL
the normal reentry ruhsnto eight+'û+etr grs. Some pad aborts go up to

¡\f
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14 or 15 g's. The most we have ever run a man to in this centriftge has

been a 1l g profile. lfe evafuated the ApoÌlo suit up to 20 grs with

dummies--pressurized. and non-pïessurized. The centrifuge is good to lO,

but it is red. lined at 20 grs, a

There is no place in ApolJ.o where over 1! gts is ex¡rected, although there

is some talk about an 18 g reentry. lfe haven't had any requirements thus

far to run a man over 15 gts.

!'Ie also conduct tests on the suit, or as it is referred to--the

pressurized garment assembly (¡CA)--and al-I the other equipment, the hel-

met, the helmet bag and the unitized couch. TtIe are preparing to test the

fo1da.ble couch to perform design verification of it.

There are probably three to five man'rated- centri$rges in-the .country.
(,L * )-ì''âd/ tú'ÀÃr,'^')'

Johnsville is quite simil-ar to ours, but not quite as large^ lüright Field

has one, but I bel-ieve itrs not in use now. Itrs al-so smaller. There is

one at Brooks which is quite a bit smaller. Ames has one under construc-

tion. There used to be one at Pensacola and may still be in use. Compar-

ed. to ours, it is very old. The Brooks centrifrrge is strictly used in

research and Johnsvil,Ie is primarily for research, although it is used for

other work, and in fact, it was used by our astronauts before'our centri-

fì-ige was buiit

The l4SC centriftge is unique in tha.t it is the only facility that

can accommodate three men rid.ing simultaneously side-by-side. Ï believe

that it is its only really unique feature. BffiS iru" a larger pay-

load.. ft can accommodate a three thousand-pound payload, whereas Ï be-

lieve the Johnsrriif" unit has a thousand-pound payload. Our facil-ity is

larger but not necessarily a significant advancement in the state-of-the-
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GENITLE: Theïe aïe not a whofe l-ot of things a centrifìrge can do. Other

than the Johnsvil-le centrif\rge, ours is the only one with the control gim-

bal- and gondola. The llright Fietd. machine has a T""y short arm, and Ï

believe it is built to investigate violent motions more than aeceleration

in general, as is our machine.

GT,OIIER: One of the d.esign criteria of our centrifÏge was a vacuum capa-

bilíty. TLre Rucker Company had. a subcontract with Lockheed Aircraft Ser-

vices to build. honeycomb caps for a f2 foot gondola capable of supporting

a vacuum. Up until this time so far as I know, there had. been no cgntri-

f\-lge with vacuum capabilities. Johnsville had. tried several times but

their caps had faifed. The caps that lockheed. built for us, failed during

the acceptance testing. The top cap, which has the d.oor in it, implod.ed.

Lockheed made an extensive investigation of the failure, mad.e a few d.esign

changes in the caps, rebuilt them and. the second time we tested them they

did stand. up under the estabtished requirements of 3 mm of mercury or the
A

equivalent of approximately ::iS -OOO feet altitude. To my knowledge this

is the fírst set of vacuum caps that have ever been built and successfully

tested., for this type of operatÍon. The requirements, of course, call

for a vacuuÌn during 30 g's of acceferatíon on a d¡mamic machine.

Another problem we had. was in our gimbal ring, which supports the

gond.ola. The girnbal ring is constructed. of high strength stainless steel

and an aIL weld.ed. construction. At the time there wasnrt a great deal- of

knowledge on the welding capabilities of this steel and during the aceep-

tance test of the gimbal ring we had a faifi;re at LOØo design J-oad.. One

of the corner joints of the ginrbal ring failed.. lüe went back to the con-
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tractor and afber a study of the problem, it was d.ecided that the gimbal

ring, although it failed, r,\¡as repairable. So the gimbal ring was stiffen-

ed. across the critical joints, again underwent the static test, and this

time it passed.. The gimbal ring failure was quite expensive. It cost us

in the neighborhood. of $BOOTOOO and. a sched.ule stip of about a yeaï. When

the vacuum caps failed-, we did.n't lose but about two months.

As far as working with the Corps of Engineers r¡Ias concerned, ï think

all in al-l things worked out well. We did the technical monitoring and

they did most of all the paper work, took care of the money matters.

When change orders were necessary, we would evafuate them technically, and

some time Corps people would ask our opinion of how much we thought the

cost should be; otherwise, money matters were looked after'by the Corps

of Engineers and our Facilities Division.

We accepted the facility in February of L966 and" it took us about

another year to a year and a half to iron out the minor operating problems.

The contractor on the whole, did a creditable job, with the budget he had

to work with. lle inherited an undue nwrber of problems in the control-

circuitry, controls, and with our electro-hydraulic gondola gimbal drive

system. But these have been solved. and we have a very good. machine.

GENTILE: The controf power of the machine was ftrnished. as part of the

prime contract but the contraetor d.id. find a subcontractor for electronics,

the Video Corporation of San Diego which has since gone out of business.

They were probably going out of business at the time they finished. this

project, which left us wj-th some problems which had to be overcome in the

long run. The major control part of the centrifuge is two digital compu-

ters that are l-inked. together with a conrmon memory bank. lle went out on
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the limb a l-ittle bit on this aspect because no one had ever.tried this

t¡4pe of control for a centrif\rge. Johnsville, for example, found analog

computers to be successful. But studies that we mad.e and were confirmed

by the contractors showed that our approach r\ras a littte cheaper and had

more capability than the analog computer. AIt the controls are oriented

toward operating the centrifbge. The main drive motor which is dc and

the electro-hyd.raulic drive that operate the two gimbals leave a little

extra cápability for simulation. The tests operated in the centrifuge

are very much like those on ground base simu.lators like a link trainer or

like Apoll-o trainers. Both use IDAI (eight ball-s or altimeters) to give

a pilot an idea what his atmosphere is actually tike at the time he is

running the centrif\rge under the g forces.

We are now working on a pilot controlled. reentry. This is one of

our major goals.

The control complex consists of an operator's control room, that is

in the direct view of the centrif\rge. There is where the centrif\rge opera-

tor sits, and. he has various controls so tha.t he can use to provide the

mod.e of operation whether it be automatic or manual. But the actual con-

trolling force are the computers which I spoke about earlier. Ttrey are

l-ocated. in a room on the ground. floor, while the operatorrs room is on

the second floor. In add.ition to the computer complex, the ground. floor

houses the d.ata collection complex and. all- the servo electronic equipment.

The third room is across an entrance hal-lway from the centrif\rge, and. the

operatorts control room, and" itrs for the use of the med.ical monitor.

There, alJ- of the signals brought out from the various med.ical sensors

are monitored^ so that the doctors can have real-time data from the three
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men that may be participating in that test. In each of these rooms are

a number of recorders. There are a total- of 5OO channels, which include

some areas that must be monitored constantly during operation. Another

three hundred channels pass digita] test data through a multi-plexer.

In add.ition, there are a number of other channels such as for the medical

sensors which I spoke of that come in directly without any sort of pro-

cessing to the area where they are displayed. The fìrll capability of

this centrifuge has not been tapped yet, because the tests have not been

that extensive but in the post-Apollo period, the centrif\rge wil-I be able

to take bigger and bigger programs.

r thi too th.e philo behind ers of

cen r capa T^¡aS ne just

program.

GENTILE: The centrif\rge has quite an extensive safety system. The biggest

portion of the safety system is an electronic device which monitors around.

60 or /O items a.t atl times. These consist of varj-ous temperatures in

the main motor, current in the main motor, pressures in the various sys-

tems, etc. Many of these things have established limits such as accele-

rometers in the centrif\rge. They detect independently things that go

'r¡¡rong while the program is being performed within l-imits that are set up

by the tests. If one of these accelerations should become too high or

to the far end of a band, the centriflrge would automatically stop. Also,

into this system we have built in what is called a manual stop mode. The

astronaut or the centrifrrge subject can terminate a test himself by simply

pushing a button. The med.ical- monitor al-so has the capability of termi-

nating the test should he wish. The operator has the greatest capability
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of terminating tests. He has at his disposal three dífferent stop modes.

He can stop via eomputer or if he feels the computer is not operating

correctly, he may stop the main motor in either of two ways--regenerative

braking and. d.¡mamic braking. The dynamic braking works Íf everybhing is

out, if there is a generaf electrical failure at the site. The eentrifirge

operator would use a separate battery system to stop the centrifuge and

let the subjects get out. The operation of the centrifuge is quite safe,

i-f anything it is a littfe over Ínstrumented and many people have wonder-

ed how we get all- of these safety Ítems up and runníng.

GI,CIIER: Irre have made almost 4IOOO Índ.ividua]- test runs on the centriftge.

0f these, 6OO-7OO have been manned runs. During all of this manned test-

ing we have never had any subject ever instigate a stop mode himself. ïn

othbr word.s, none of the subjects so far have been in any trouble during

any of our manned testing

Prior to running a manned profite, we always test the centrifuge to

one and a half tirnes the g l-evel that the man will be subjeeted to. fhis

is a safety measure to make sure that ever¡rbhing in the gondola is secure

and that the restraint systems wiJ-l- support the necessary loading. To

prepaïe for a test run may take as long as two months, although a normal

test requires about two weeks of prepara.tion time.
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